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Abstract: In this review, the authors aim to provide an overview of current molecular targeted 

therapies for NSCLC, to propose an algorithm for clinical application of presently available 

treatment strategies, and to identify future directions for this important area of research. 

Historically, choice of treatment algorithm for the management of non-small cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC) has relied heavily upon histology and clinical staging information, typically assigning 

patients to surgery, chemotherapy, radiation, or a combination thereof. However, previous 

treatment strategies have been fraught with disappointing response rates and significant systemic 

toxicities. The concept of personalized therapy for NSCLC involves characterization of each 

individual patient’s tumor, in terms of genetic aberrations and expected biologic behavior, 

and using this information to tailor subsequent clinical management. Several driver mutations 

have been identified to date in subsets of patients with NSCLC, and, by focusing on specific 

molecular targets, new agents have been developed with the intent of treating the cancer cells 

while causing minimal toxicity to benign, healthy cells. In particular, current strategies exist to 

identify patients with epidermal growth factor receptor gene mutations and anaplastic lymphoma 

kinase rearrangements, with promising results upon clinical application of agents targeting 

these abnormalities. Moving forward, attempts are being made to determine comprehensive 

genetic and biologic characterization of individuals’ NSCLC tumors and to incorporate these 

findings into everyday practice. The era of targeted therapy is upon us. As we seek to expand 

our knowledge of the specific molecular and cellular derangements leading to growth and 

proliferation of NSCLC tumors, our efforts bring us closer to ultimately providing each patient 

with a personalized plan of care.
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Introduction
Lung cancer remains the number-one worldwide cause of cancer-related mortality. In 

the United States alone, the annual number of deaths due to lung cancer is predicted 

to reach 160,000 in 2012, with more than 225,000 expected new cases.1 Accounting 

for more predicted deaths than malignancies of the breast, prostate, colon and rectum, 

and pancreas combined, lung cancer continues to take an enormous toll – in terms 

of both health care expenses incurred and lives lost. Non-small cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC) – comprised of squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, and large-cell 

carcinoma – accounts for approximately 85% of all primary lung cancers.2 The majority 

of individuals with NSCLC are deemed inoperable upon initial evaluation, consequent 

to the presence of locally advanced or metastatic disease.3 Despite considerable efforts 

put toward improving outcomes for patients with NSCLC, reported 5-year survival 

remains in the range of 15% for all-comers and less than 4% for patients with distant 
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disease, and, unfortunately, minimal improvement in these 

dismal statistics over the last 3 decades.1,4

In the United States, cigarette smoking remains the 

strongest risk factor for the development of lung cancer, such 

that the risk of dying of lung cancer for an individual who 

has smoked a pack per day for 20 years is nearly 19 times 

higher than the risk for a nonsmoker.5 Recent data suggest 

that approximately 20% of adults in the United States 

currently smoke, with former smokers accounting for an 

additional 20% of the populace at large and nearly 40% of 

new lung cancer diagnoses.6 For those who have successfully 

overcome the habit, an elevated risk of lung cancer persists 

even beyond a decade after quitting.7 Approximately 

15% of new lung cancer diagnoses in the United States occur 

in never-smokers.7 This group of individuals is, in some 

ways, of particular interest to researchers; with unclear and 

oftentimes unidentifiable environmental stimuli for tumor 

development, never-smokers are more likely to have tumors 

with specific molecular characteristics and may be candidates 

for new lines of targeted therapy.8,9

Current management of NSCLC
For new patients presenting with NSCLC, the typical 

algorithm of disease management consists of initial 

diagnosis following work-up for concerning symptoms or 

an incidentally identified lesion. Tissue diagnosis may be 

achieved via one of several approaches, including image-

guided percutaneous biopsy, bronchoscopic evaluation, or 

surgical biopsy.4 After confirmation of cancer diagnosis, 

patients go on to staging, at which time they are assessed 

in terms of both lymph node status and presence of distant 

metastases. This process, too, may involve a combination 

of modalities, including imaging studies and invasive 

procedures.4 Relying heavily on the pathologic diagnosis 

and clinical stage assignment, and frequently involving a 

multidisciplinary team of health care providers, a treatment 

plan is established, ultimately consisting of surgery, 

chemotherapy, radiation, or a combination thereof. A given 

patient may not necessarily be an appropriate candidate for 

the algorithmically assigned treatment plan, depending on 

comorbidities, functional status, and willingness to accept the 

associated side effects of the various treatment modalities.

Surgical resection is the standard of care for early stage 

NSCLC, with lobectomy considered the operation for 

optimal oncologic outcome.10 While this dictum has been 

questioned of late, remaining a controversial topic and an 

ongoing area of interest among surgeons, the role of opera-

tive resection overall is fairly clear.6,11 However, despite the 

efficacy of surgical intervention for early-stage lung cancer, 

only 16% of new lung cancer cases are diagnosed with 

localized disease that is potentially curable, thus contributing 

significantly to the dismal outcomes from this disease.4

For those patients who present with locally advanced or 

metastatic NSCLC, palliative chemotherapy is associated 

with only modest survival prolongation and indeterminate 

impact on quality of life.12 Platinum-based chemotherapy 

has become the standard of care; however, improvement in 

outcome from such pharmacologic agents has been modest 

at best, with reported 5-year survival advantages in the range 

of 4%–15%.13 The current first-line therapy for those patients 

with advanced NSCLC consists of a platinum agent – either 

cisplatin or carboplatin – administered in combination with 

one of several different chemotherapeutic drugs, including 

gemcitabine, paclitaxel, or vinorelbine.14 Response rates to 

these regimens are in the range of 17%–32%.15 For those who 

fail platinum-based therapy, because of either intolerance or 

lack of response, current second-line treatment consists of 

docetaxel.16 Pemetrexed is an alternative second-line agent, 

with similar efficacy to docetaxel and potentially fewer side 

effects.17

Patients with advanced NSCLC unresponsive to all lines 

of chemotherapy can, at times, be treated with radiation in 

order to decrease tumor size and associated symptoms. Goals 

of care, at this point, are often turned toward psychosocial 

support and alleviation of discomfort.18 Aside from palliation 

in advanced disease, radiation may also be used concurrently 

with chemotherapy as definitive treatment for disease that is 

not amenable to surgical intervention, as adjuvant therapy 

for positive resection margins, or in treating nodal fields felt 

to be at high risk for regional recurrence.4

In recent years, additional therapeutic options have 

come into the mix. Efforts have been put toward the 

recognition of specific driver mutations – those alterations 

that foster neoplastic transformation and contribute to tumor 

progression. Several driver mutations have been identified in 

subsets of patients with NSCLC, and, by focusing on specific 

molecular targets, new agents have been developed with the 

intent of treating the cancer cells with minimal toxicity to 

normal cells in the body. However, at this time, such options 

are limited and pertain to a very select group of patients.

Ideal management of NSCLC
The “holy grail” for management of patients with NSCLC 

would rely upon identification of an individual’s specific 

tumor characteristics upon initial presentation. Diagnosis 

would involve not only confirmation of pathology but also 
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elucidation of the exact gene expression and regulatory 

derangements that enable tumor growth and progression. 

Such information would provide each patient with a personal-

ized approach, rather than a formulaic algorithm, and would 

afford thoracic oncologists the opportunity to intelligently 

and strategically target each individual’s tumor.

Authors of a number of previous studies have sought to 

characterize the molecular changes occurring in the processes 

of NSCLC tumorigenesis and metastasis, with significant 

attention directed toward preclinical approaches utilizing 

both genomic and proteomic analyses for the identification 

of potentially useful tumor targets.19 Such approaches are 

of unquantifiable benefit to patients. As outlined earlier, 

improvements in outcome from standard chemotherapeutic 

regimens have been disappointing. Furthermore, the side 

effect profiles of such medications are significant, frequently 

resulting in substantial symptoms and serious morbidities. 

Also, as with any therapy offered to patients, we must care-

fully weigh both the risks and the benefits prior to executing a 

treatment plan. With the concept of individualized, customiz-

able therapy for all patients, we can aim to reserve specific 

therapies for those patients whose tumors will have the great-

est responsiveness to the agent in question, improving overall 

efficacy and limiting futile treatment efforts.20

Current chemotherapeutic regimens use broad strokes 

to take down a wide spectrum of cell types, with even the 

best-tolerated agents invariably resulting in unavoidable side 

effects upon toxicity to normal, benign cells. As the notion 

of personalized therapy has come into popularity, attention 

has been directed toward limiting the toxicity of a given 

chemotherapeutic agent to those individuals with the greatest 

likelihood of responding to such a drug. This concept is 

exemplified by studies investigating the utility of platinum-

based chemotherapies in groups of patients stratified by 

specific biomarkers in attempts to predict oncologic response. 

The International Adjuvant Lung Cancer Trial Biology study 

analyzed 761 NSCLC tumors, using immunohistochemical 

staining to determine the expression of the excision repair 

cross-complementation group 1 (ERCC1) protein in operative 

specimens.21 Results of this study demonstrated that patients 

with completely resected ERCC1-negative tumors benefited 

from cisplatin-based adjuvant chemotherapy, whereas patients 

with ERCC1-positive tumors did not. Such breakthrough 

studies are highly useful in defining who might best be served 

by traditional chemotherapy; however, we may be able to do 

much better than traditional chemotherapy.

Thinking bigger, the ultimate goal would be to move 

beyond such broadly striking chemotherapeutic agents, 

with the ability to identify the “haywire” circuitry in every 

patient’s malignancy, offering each individual a magic bullet, 

or a combination of magic bullets, for his or her diagnosed 

molecular abnormality.

Targeted therapy is a cognitive step in the right 

direction. However, one must further consider the likelihood 

that (a) tumor cells may have more than one molecular 

derangement and (b) tumor cells possess a great deal of 

adaptability. Focusing on one problem may simply trigger 

the cells to work around the roadblock and proliferate via a 

different point in the process. Consequently, the ideal strategy 

would be to design a combination of agents, a “magic bullet 

cocktail,” so to speak, designed for each individual, so as to 

provide the patient with a personalized, highly efficacious, 

and systemically nontoxic plan of care.

What do we know now?
For over a decade, researchers and clinicians have had 

remarkable success in utilizing genotype-based therapy for 

patients with malignancies such as chronic myelogenous 

leukemia and gastrointestinal stromal tumors, with tumor-

targeting agents demonstrating greater efficacy and fewer 

side effects than traditional chemotherapy.22,23 Interest in 

applying such strategies to the treatment of NSCLC has been 

fervent, and the shifting paradigm has already dramatically 

affected lung cancer treatment.24 Unfortunately, however, 

consideration of our present depth of knowledge is humbling. 

While great strides have clearly been made with several 

landmark studies, we are still only able to alter the natural 

course of this lethal disease for the small fraction of our 

patients whose tumors possess one of the few mutations that 

are presently known and targetable.

Our knowledge is limited, but we are getting better. Recent 

studies estimate that approximately 50%–60% of patients with 

NSCLC have at least one identifiable driver mutation, with 

the most common mutations being in the Kirsten ras (KRAS) 

gene (24%) and the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 

gene (13%–22%), with translocations involving anaplastic 

lymphoma kinase (ALK) in another 5%–6% (Figure 1).24,25 

Several additional mutations have been identified among 

patients with NSCLC; unfortunately, however, while these 

abnormalities may serve as therapeutic targets in the future, 

specific drugs have not yet been developed. Great efforts 

are put toward identifying patients with abnormalities in 

EGFR and ALK, as agents aimed at these targets are currently 

available (Table 1). However, again, this provides no aid to 

the majority of patients presenting to clinicians with new 

diagnoses of NSCLC.
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EGFR
EGFR, like other members of the human epidermal growth 

factor receptor (HER) family, is a transmembrane tyrosine 

kinase receptor expressed on epithelial cells throughout the 

body. Upon extracellular ligand binding, EGFR either forms 

a homodimer or heterodimerizes with another member of 

the HER family, resulting in tyrosine autophosphorylation 

and subsequent kinase activation, ultimately leading 

to phosphorylation of target proteins and downstream 

signaling. In healthy epithelial cells, these downstream 

functions include, among others, cellular growth and 

differentiation.26 EGFR mutations have been observed 

in NSCLC – specifically, adenocarcinoma – resulting in 

dysregulated cellular growth and proliferation.27 It is on the 

basis of these findings that EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors 

(TKIs) (erlotinib and gefitinib) have been utilized as part of 

treatment strategies for appropriate patients with NSCLC. 

Early successes with this strategy have led to some authors 

referring to EGFR-directed therapy as the “poster child” for 

targeted therapy in lung cancer.28 Patient selection, however, 

is key. The presence of an EGFR mutation strongly predicts 

likelihood of response to TKI therapy, with an observed 

response rate of about 80% among individuals whose tumors 

harbor the mutation and only 10% among those whose 

tumors do not.4,29

The first EGFR TKI to be evaluated in the treatment of 

NSCLC was gefitinib. Based on the results of two randomized 

phase II trials (IDEAL [Iressa Dose Evaluation in Advanced 

Lung Cancer] 1 and 2 trials) evaluating the efficacy of this 

drug as a second- and third-line agent for NSCLC, it received 

rapid approval from the US Food and Drug Administration in 

2003 as a third-line agent for advanced NSCLC.30,31 In these 

studies, overall response rates of patients (not previously 

selected for EGFR mutations) were from 9% to 19%, 

 rendering this compound of significant interest. Erlotinib, an 

orally administered TKI, was subsequently developed and 

investigated for use in NSCLC. The BR-21 landmark study, 

a randomized, double-blind trial conducted by the National 

Cancer Institute of Canada Clinical Trials Group, compared 

erlotinib with placebo after failure of first-line, standard che-

motherapy for NSCLC.32 By following more than 700 patients 

with advanced (stage IIIb/IV) disease, investigators proved 

the utility of erlotinib in terms of prolonged survival (6.7 

versus 4.7 months for erlotinib and placebo, respectively; 

P , 0.001).32 Further studies have since demonstrated the effi-

cacy of these drugs in achieving an overall clinical response 

KRAS
24%

Frequency of gene mutations in NSCLC

None

EGFR
13%–22%

ALK
5%–6%

BRAF
2%–3%

PIK3CA
3%–4%

MET
2%

HER2
1%

Figure 1 Frequency of gene mutations in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). 
Note: The most commonly identified mutations are in the epidermal growth factor 
receptor (EGFR) gene and the Kirsten ras (KRAS) gene, with a large number of 
patients still without identifiable targets for therapy.
Abbreviations: ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; HER2, human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2; MET, mesenchymal-epithelial transition; PIK3CA, phosphoinositide-
3-kinase, catalytic, alpha polypeptide.

Table 1 Treatments to target molecular aberrations in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

Molecular  
aberration

Frequency  
in NSCLC

Therapeutic target Sample agent State of progress

EGFR mutations 13%–22% Tyrosine kinase inhibitors Gefitinib, erlotinib 80% response among patients with 
mutation; found to decrease tumor burden 
and prolong progression-free and overall 
survival

EGFR monoclonal antibodies Cetuximab Survival advantage when added to 
traditional chemotherapy; further 
studies underway with matuzumab and 
nimotuzumab

EML4-ALK fusion 5%–6% ALK inhibitors Crizotinib Tumor regression and disease control in 
preliminary studies; phase iii trial underway

KRAS 24% Small molecule inhibitors, inhibition  
of downstream effector pathways

N-A Potential therapies under preclinical 
investigation; no current clinical trials

Abbreviations: ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; EML4-ALK, echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 and anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase; KRAS, Kirsten ras; N/A, not applicable.
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superior to that of traditional chemotherapy and improved 

quality of life when given to patients with EGFR mutations 

and advanced disease.33–35 A phase III trial comparing gefi-

tinib and carboplatin-paclitaxel therapy in 230 patients with 

advanced NSCLC who were selected for EGFR mutations was 

stopped early after a planned interim analysis demonstrated 

a significant difference in progression-free survival between 

the two treatment arms (P , 0.001).34 In this study, after an 

average follow-up period of 17 months, investigators found 

that 73.7% of patients receiving the EGFR TKI had responded 

clinically, while only 30.7% of the patients receiving standard 

chemotherapy did so. As a result of its efficacy in these situa-

tions, its ease of administration, and its limited systemic tox-

icity, erlotinib is considered first-line therapy in this specific 

subgroup of patients with known EGFR mutations.

Multiple randomized trials comparing outcomes from TKI 

therapy versus platinum-based regimens as first-line manage-

ment of patients with NSCLC and known EGFR mutations 

have demonstrated promising results for recipients of the 

TKIs, with regard to both response rate and progression-free 

survival.36,37 Several studies have supported findings of an 

overall response rate in the range of 75%–80% for individuals 

treated with EGFR TKIs.29,38 Compared with docetaxel in a 

second-line setting in an open-label phase III study of indi-

viduals who were either nonsmokers or former light smokers, 

patients with EGFR mutations achieved greater response rate 

and prolonged progression-free survival with gefitinib than 

with carboplatin in combination with paclitaxel.39

Despite the utility of this drug class, long-term results are 

disappointing, with most patients developing drug resistance 

in a matter of months, as their tumors find ways to work 

around the selected target.40 Exemplified by this dilemma, it 

is clear that the future of targeted therapy will need to rely 

upon strategic targeting of cancer cells in multiple ways, 

knocking out multiple paths and backup mechanisms for 

abnormal growth and proliferation.

In addition to the EGFR TKI agents, investigators have 

found another route of blocking EGFR activity: monoclonal 

antibodies have been designed to target the extracellular 

domain of the EGFR. Cetuximab, a chimeric human-murine 

immunoglobulin G monoclonal antibody, is one such example, 

and it has been examined in multiple phase II trials, in both 

unselected and EGFR-mutated groups of patients.41–43 Positive 

results from initial studies led to the undertaking of the FLEX 

(First-Line Treatment for Patients with EGFR-Expressing 

Advanced NSCLC) trial, a randomized study comparing 

cisplatin and vinorelbine with or without cetuximab in 

over 1100 patients with EGFR abnormalities.44 In this 

study protocol, patients receiving cetuximab demonstrated 

a significant survival advantage compared with those who 

did not (11.3 versus 10.1 months, respectively; P = 0.044). 

Panitumumab, a fully human monoclonal antibody to the 

EGFR, has also been evaluated, but with less favorable 

results.38 While early data from a phase I trial left investigators 

hopeful, a subsequent phase II trial of carboplatin plus 

paclitaxel both with and without panitumumab failed to 

show any difference in outcomes between the two treatment 

modalities for patients with previously untreated advanced 

NSCLC.45 Further studies are underway evaluating the 

efficacy of additional EGFR-targeting monoclonal antibodies 

such as matuzumab and nimotuzumab.43

ALK
Within the last several years, the fusion of echinoderm 

microtubule-associated protein-like 4 (EML4) and ALK 

has been described and identified as a potential therapeutic 

target in NSCLC.46 Investigators have proposed an inversion 

in chromosome 2p leading to the formation of a rare fusion 

gene comprising portions of EML4 and ALK. This rearrange-

ment has been noted to be more frequent among patients with 

adenocarcinoma of the lung and among those identified as 

never-smokers or light smokers. Furthermore, this derange-

ment appears to be mutually exclusive with mutations in 

EGFR and KRAS.46–48 In fact, there are data to suggest that 

those who harbor this rearrangement are conferred no benefit 

at all when treated with EGFR TKIs.48

Animal studies have demonstrated tumor regression 

with the use of ALK inhibitors in EML4-ALK transgenic 

mice, rendering this target highly attractive for future drug 

development.49 An open-label phase II study has recently 

been initiated to study the efficacy of the ALK inhibitor 

PF-02341066, also known as crizotinib, in patients with 

ALK-positive advanced-stage NSCLC.15,28 Early results 

have shown positive objective responses, with disease con-

trol in nearly 80% at 8 weeks.50 Consequently, a phase III 

trial is underway, with the objective of comparing crizotinib 

with standard of care chemotherapy in patients with ALK-

positive advanced-stage NSCLC and disease progression 

during treatment with platinum-based chemotherapy.28 Such 

strategies, if proven efficacious, may be of potential benefit 

to the approximately 5%–6% of patients with NSCLC who 

demonstrate this abnormality.

KRAS
KRAS, like other members of the RAS family of oncogenes, 

encodes a guanosine triphosphate–binding protein involved 
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in cellular growth, differentiation, and apoptosis by 

interacting with multiple effectors. While KRAS mutations 

have been known to occur in NSCLC for over 2 decades, 

clinical applicability of this knowledge has been an area of 

more recent development.51 Among patients with NSCLC, 

mutations in KRAS have been identified more commonly 

among Caucasians, smokers (26%, versus 6% of never-

smokers), and patients with adenocarcinoma histology (30%, 

versus 5% with squamous carcinoma histology).51–54

KRAS mutations are typically mutually exclusive of EGFR 

mutations, occurring in different patient populations.48,51 

Significant attention has been directed toward identifying 

the predictive and prognostic role of KRAS status in terms 

of response to EGFR inhibitors for the treatment of NSCLC. 

Initial reports have suggested that patients with NSCLC and 

KRAS mutations might be intrinsically resistant to treatment 

with EGFR TKIs.55 However, it is not clear that these patients 

are any less susceptible than those individuals who are oth-

erwise EGFR wild-type, irrespective of KRAS status.56,57 

While investigators have observed an association between the 

presence of KRAS mutations and lack of response to EGFR 

TKIs, the question remains as to whether there is an associa-

tion between KRAS mutation status and progression-free and 

overall survival when treated with this class of drug.58

There are currently no existing therapies specifically 

targeting mutant KRAS in the treatment of NSCLC. There 

are outstanding preclinical models that are very well 

characterized and which are providing insight into KRAS-

driven NSCLC.59 The therapeutic testing of small molecule 

inhibitors in these models will provide important preclinical 

information. Potential alternative therapeutic strategies in this 

direction are being pursued, with particular efforts directed 

toward the inhibition of downstream effector pathways such 

as PI3K/AKT/mTOR and RAS/RAF/MEK.60,61

Additional targets
Patients with NSCLC are now routinely screened for EGFR 

mutations, and knowing a patient’s ALK and KRAS status 

may be additionally useful in determining clinical strategy. 

With the capability of screening for many more genetic 

abnormalities, the task at hand becomes determination of 

those aberrations that are clinically relevant.

In a recent trial using a multiplex polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR)-based assay in combination with fluorescence 

in situ hybridization (FISH), evaluation of more than 

500 NSCLC tumors was undertaken in order to elucidate 

genotype abnormalities.24 In addition to the more commonly 

screened mutations, investigators identified a small subset 

of patients with mutations in BRAF; phosphoinositide-

3-kinase, catalytic, alpha polypeptide; and HER2. While 

these individuals account for only 5% of the total patients 

screened, their tumors may be susceptible to relevant targeted 

therapies.24,62

Diagnostic testing modalities
Application of currently available tailored therapeutic 

agents requires accurate and reliable mechanisms for 

detection of known targetable mutations. To test for EGFR 

mutations, there are essentially two currently employed 

strategies: PCR amplification of specific mutations and 

comprehensive sequencing between exons 18 and 21.63–65 

In comparing these two strategies, mutation-specific PCR 

testing carries the risk of missing mutations, a problem that 

may be avoided by more complete sequencing.64 A variety 

of molecular diagnostic methodologies is available for KRAS 

mutation analysis, including DNA sequencing, capillary 

electrophoresis, amplification refractory mutation system, 

and high resolution melting analysis.66–68 While direct 

sequencing has been considered the gold standard test, new 

options such as biochip-type assays are being explored.65,66 

FISH is the current gold standard method used for detection 

of ALK rearrangement among patients with NSCLC. This 

method involves the use of commercially available probes 

that flank the highly conserved translocation breakpoint 

within ALK, with differential signal observation based on 

the presence of translocation.63 However, recent studies 

have suggested that immunohistochemistry (IHC) may be a 

valid, practical screening tool to determine which patients 

may be candidates for ALK inhibitor therapy, with the more 

expensive FISH assay reserved for confirmation following 

an abnormal IHC finding.69 Reverse Transcription (RT)-PCR 

and multiplex assays have also been described for detection 

of ALK rearrangement, but they appear to be less feasible 

than FISH or IHC.63 While these are the dominant tests in use 

at this time for mutation evaluation in NSCLC, new assays 

are constantly in development, and, as detection strategies 

evolve, diverse options will continue to become more widely 

available and cost-effective.

Drug resistance in NSCLC
Multidrug resistance (MDR) refers to the development of 

characteristics rendering a tumor to be unaffected by a variety 

of anticancer agents that are structurally and mechanistically 

unrelated – posing a significant dilemma in chemotherapeu-

tic strategy.70 One proposed mechanism of MDR relates to 

adenosine triphosphate–binding cassette (ABC) transporters 
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as vehicles for extruding drugs from tumor cells.71 The ABC 

transporters comprise a superfamily of transmembrane 

proteins, with major members including ABC subfamily B 

member 1 (permeability glycoprotein), ABC subfamily C 

members (also known as MDR-associated proteins), and ABC 

subfamily G member 2 (breast cancer resistance protein).71,72 

Each of these transporters is known to be related to the extra-

cellular transportation of a variety of chemotherapeutic drugs, 

and, recently, data have suggested that Pgb and BCRP may 

affect some targeted therapies for NSCLC, including EGFR 

TKIs.73,74 As substrates of the ABC transporters, the efficacy 

of the EGFR TKI drug class is subject to potentially serious 

clinical limitations. Additionally, a number of point muta-

tions in the EGFR tyrosine kinase have been described as 

mechanisms for resistance to EGFR TKIs, allowing patients 

with NSCLC to either be initially unresponsive or develop 

secondary unresponsiveness to these agents.72,75

Several strategies have been suggested to overcome 

MDR, most classically including the coadministration of an 

ABC transporter inhibitor along with the anticancer drug. 

Another approach involves the encapsulation of anticancer 

drugs within liposomes or other nanoparticles to avoid 

extracellular efflux by ABC transporters.76 Additionally, 

monoclonal antibodies have been developed to target 

members of the ABC family.72,77 Other strategies employed 

to combat MDR, particularly with regard to NSCLC tumors 

bearing EGFR mutations, have included the development 

of second-generation and irreversible TKIs, which remain 

under investigation.76,78

Tumor-targeted delivery
As the broad scope of targeted therapy for NSCLC is 

discussed here, it is relevant to address the concept of tumor-

targeted drug delivery. Drug encapsulation via liposomes and 

other nanoparticles has been investigated, both as a means 

of combating MDR and as a mechanism of specifically 

directing the anticancer agents to the tumor cells.79 Preclinical 

studies have suggested that cisplatin administered within 

inhaled biotinylated-EGF-modified gelatin nanoparticles 

displays heightened delivery to EGFR-expressing tumor 

cells.80 Additional investigators have reported preliminary 

phase II data suggesting that nanoparticle binding may 

enhance delivery and efficacy of several drugs for NSCLC.79 

Nanoparticle-based drug delivery systems have shown 

promise as a means of locally delivering drugs to NSCLC 

tumor cells via inhalation and allowing intratumoral 

accumulation.81 Phase III studies are underway to further 

assess such strategies.79

The future of personalized therapy 
for NSCLC
As understanding of the molecular biology of lung cancer 

expands, ability to apply targeted therapies to this disease 

process will likewise grow. One might postulate that as 

experience with targeted therapy and personalized oncology 

grows, the role of surgical resection may be called into 

question. The present authors believe surgical resection for 

early stage NSCLC will remain the gold standard. Surgeons 

should embrace the era of targeted therapy, as it may mean 

an actual increase in the number of surgical candidates as 

those with advanced disease become potentially resectable 

with a neoadjuvant personalized approach. Furthermore, 

having good samples of tissue is of critical importance for 

performing the analysis we need if we are to apply the concept 

of personalized oncology. With an increasing armamentarium 

of such treatment approaches, we hope to move closer to the 

ideal of personalized medicine.

One of the most diff icult challenges in creating 

personalized therapy for patients with NSCLC lies in the 

limited information available regarding each patient’s 

tumor biology. As new protocols are evaluated for patients 

with pretreated NSCLC, assessment of tumor biomarker 

status tends to reflect findings from tissue obtained at 

diagnosis, which may or may not correspond to the tumor’s 

posttreatment biologic behavior. In a recent landmark trial, 

the BATTLE (Biomarker-Integrated Approaches of Targeted 

Therapy for Lung Cancer Elimination) study investigators 

prospectively obtained core needle biopsies of subjects’ 

tumors and assessed them for specific tumor markers used 

to construct biomarker profiles.82 Based on these results, 

adaptive randomization was employed to assign patients 

to one of four treatment arms – selecting for each patient 

the strategy presumed to be of greatest potential benefit to 

that individual upon application of cumulative data. The 

BATTLE study investigators hypothesized that individual 

lung tumors are each driven by one predominant signaling 

pathway, among many normal pathways that may be 

deranged in lung cancer, and that the aberrant pathway could 

specifically be targeted in each individual. Using Bayesian 

adaptive randomization with identification of predictive 

markers and assimilation of f indings into subsequent 

treatment assignments, this important study demonstrated 

the feasibility of a biopsy-driven approach to selecting 

treatment algorithms. Importantly, in addition to showing 

the achievability of such a study platform, the BATTLE trial 

also proved that patients who are prescribed treatment with 

existing drugs based on their tumor biomarkers will achieve 
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greater clinical benefits than those whose treatments are 

assigned without regard to biomarker status.

Moving forward, attempts are being made to determine 

comprehensive genetic and biologic characterization of 

individuals’ NSCLC tumors and to incorporate these findings 

into everyday practice. Using a combination of PCR and FISH 

assays to simultaneously identify more than 50 mutations in 

several key genes, investigators in a recent large-scale study 

used results of these tests to steer patients with advanced 

disease toward genotype-directed targeted therapies.24 In 

addition, the researchers found the results of these assays 

useful in distinguishing multiple primary cancers from 

metastatic disease. In another promising study, authors used 

a well-established murine model to examine the problem of 

metastasis in NSCLC, ultimately deriving gene signatures 

that characterized and successfully predicted the progression 

to nodal and distant metastases.83 By integrating gene 

expression with proteomic data, the authors further aimed 

to identify functionally significant molecular alterations that 

could be specifically targeted for therapy – facilitating a more 

personalized approach.

Another recent study described the use of a five-gene 

and corresponding protein signature to identify the patients 

with stage I adenocarcinoma of the lung with poor prognosis 

who were most likely to benefit from adjuvant therapy; such 

a strategy would allow clinicians to treat such individuals 

before postoperative recurrence.84 The potential for clinical 

application of such information is formidable, and the 

possible benefit to individual patients is immense.

Even with efforts directed toward comprehensive 

characterization of the genetic and molecular aberrancies 

in a given patient’s tumor, ongoing challenges continue 

to be faced in the realm of targeted therapy. Approaches 

to personalized medicine frequently rely on single tumor 

biopsies to determine the optimal treatment strategy. 

While consideration has been given to identifying multiple 

potential therapeutic targets on the basis of such individual 

tumor samples, tumor heterogeneity remains a significant 

concern. In a variety of malignancies, previous investigators 

have noted genetic differences between primary tumors and 

subsequent lesions associated with local recurrence and 

distant metastasis.85–87 Further, additional recent studies 

have shown intratumor genetic heterogeneity, with varying 

characteristics throughout different regions of primary 

tumors.88 In a study evaluating tumors from patients with 

renal cell carcinoma, authors found mutational intratumor 

heterogeneity with regard to multiple tumor-suppressor genes 

converging on loss of function.88 These genes were found to 

EGFR −
KRAS −

EGFR −
KRAS +

Test for EGFR and KRAS mutations

Non-small cell lung cancer

Consider EGR
tyrosine kinase
inhibitors

Consider histology in
assessing for further
options/combination
therapy strategies

Consider ALK
inhibitors

ALK + ALK −

Test for EML4-ALK
rearrangements

EGFR +

KRAS −

Figure 2 Proposed algorithm for non-small cell lung cancer. 
Note: This schema demonstrates a proposed algorithm for genetic mutational testing and corresponding treatment strategies in non-small cell lung cancer.
Abbreviations: ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; EML4-ALK, echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 and anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase; KRAS, Kirsten ras.
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undergo multiple distinct and spatially separated inactivating 

mutations within a single tumor. Further, investigators were 

able to find gene-expression signatures associated with both 

good and poor prognosis in different regions of the same 

tumor. Such findings suggest the complexity of targeted 

therapy may have been somewhat underestimated, and 

they offer a potential explanation for therapeutic failures 

consequent to tumor adaptation. These issues do not negate 

the potential therapeutic benefits of previous discoveries and 

advances in this field. However, they contribute significantly 

to the framework for ongoing problem solving and future 

progression in this arena.

Thoracic oncologists have already begun the process of 

applying the findings described herein to a clinical context. As 

described earlier, previous treatment assignments occurred 

through a fairly standardized process: (1) diagnose, (2) stage, 

and (3) use histology and staging information to treat. 

Recently proposed algorithms take advantage of currently 

available targeted therapies, with one of these algorithms as 

follows: (1) test for EGFR and KRAS mutations – consider 

EGFR TKIs on the basis of these findings; (2) test for 

EML4-ALK rearrangements – if present, consider ALK 

inhibitors as a treatment option; and (3) if neither EGFR nor 

EML4-ALK abnormalities are present, consider histology in 

assessing for further treatment options, such as bevacizumab 

or pemetrexed as part of combination therapy strategies 

(Figure 2).28 Indicative of real-time adoption of this concept, 

every non-squamous tumor at the present authors’ institution 

is sent for mutation testing.

Conclusion
As one considers the enormous worldwide burden of lung 

cancer morbidity and mortality, reflections on the current 

state of management and therapeutic options can be somewhat 

disappointing. The notion of characterizing every patient’s 

tumor in terms of its genetic and biologic derangements seems 

to be a lofty, faraway goal, and the task of further providing 

each patient with a personalized plan for disease management 

is beyond daunting. While great strides have already been 

made in treating patients with EGFR mutations and ALK 

translocations, these account for only about 20% of patients with 

NSCLC.24,25 However, because of the significant prevalence of 

this highly lethal disease, even this small fraction amounts to 

a remarkable number of lives that may potentially be affected 

by currently available targeted therapies. Of the more than 

225,000 new lung cancer diagnoses projected to occur in the 

United States alone over the next year, approximately 45,000 

of these patients will have tumors treatable by targeting 

EGFR or ALK – more than the number of Americans who 

will die from breast, colorectal, or prostate cancer during the 

same period of time.1 The era of targeted therapy is upon us 

and these studies define the potential power of molecularly 

driven decision-making for those patients afflicted with this 

devastating malignancy.
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